COLORADO BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
LABORATORY REPORT

LAB CASE NUMBER: D96-4153  SECTION: DNA TESTING
AGENCY NAME: CO0070100 - PD BOULDER
OFFENSE: 0902 - HOMICIDE - WILLFUL KILL - FAMILY
INVESTIGATED BY: TRUJILLO

* SUSPECT(S): RAMSEY, PATSY
RAMSEY, JOHN

* VICTIM(S): RAMSEY, JONBENET

AKA: R/S  D.O.B: W/F
      W/M

EXAMINED BY/ KATHREN M. BROWN DRESSEL, LABORATORY AGENT/CRIMINALIST

DATE COMPLETED/MAY 27, 1999

ITEMS DESCRIPTION

#7-3 TO 7-6 CUTTINGS FROM PANTIES

#6B-1, 6B-2, 6C CUTTINGS FROM LONG JOHNS

RESULTS:

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA) WAS ANALYZED BY POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION (PCR) TECHNOLOGY AT THE FOLLOWING LOCI: DQA1, LDLR, GYPAMA, HBGG, D7S8, GC AND D1S80.

THE DNA PROFILE DEVELOPED FROM ITEM #7-4 (OUTSIDE OF CROTCH BETWEEN TWO BLOODSTAINS) MATCHED THE DNA PROFILE FROM JONBENET RAMSEY.

INTERPRETABLE DNA PROFILES COULD NOT BE OBTAINED FROM ITEMS #7-3, 7-5, 7-6, 6B-1, 6B-2 AND 6C.

THE ITEMS SUBMITTED FOR DNA ANALYSIS AND THE EXTRACTED DNA WILL BE PRESERVED FROZEN AT THE CBI LABORATORY FOR TWO YEARS FROM THE ORIGINAL SUBMITTAL DATE.

KMD: CT 052799